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Second Department of orthopedics, the transfer is over. After Wang Yanan had an
operation himself, the universe broke out and she didn't want to go to the internal
medicine anymore. She pestered her uncle to say hello to Ouyang. She went directly
back to the first Department of orthopedics.

Zhang Fan has no uncle in the Health Bureau, so he can only continue to transfer to
another department. I got a transfer list from the medical department and looked at the
dermatology department. OK, you can have surgery. At present, Zhang Fan's most
important purpose is system upgrade.

The hospital gave the transferred doctors a collective holiday of three days. Li Hui,
who hadn't harassed Zhang Fan for a long time, appeared and cleaned up smoothly.
Zhang Fan was puzzled when he thought of Li Hui's oath a month ago. Zhang Fan
thought, "you shouldn't be. Did you read it wrong? Wang Hong was cheated by this
guy so easily! "

"What's the matter? Have you settled the other party?" Zhang Fan asked.

"Almost, but it succeeded immediately!" Li Hui said shamelessly that it was a little
short. He didn't even start. He let Wang Hong be a free coolie every day. Wang Hong
wanted to set up a young doctor activity room. After applying with the hospital, he
asked for a warehouse. There was a mess in the old warehouse for many years. Every
day after work, Li Hui was dragged by Wang Hong to clean up the warehouse.

"Really?" Zhang Fan is a little suspicious.

"Nonsense, didn't you see who did it? This month, after work every day, Wang Hong
took the initiative to contact me." But it's a bit gnashing of teeth.

"Then you come to me to show off?"

"No, she has helped Wang Hong a little these days. She has to invite me to dinner, but
the place is a little far away. She wants to go to the farmhouse in the suburbs. I thought
you were OK, so let's go together. "
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"I'm not going. I have something to do."

"Let's go. Do you watch me lose Wang Hong!" Li Hui's advantage is dead dog!

"I'm in your way. Go, go, don't play rogue here. I really won't go. "

"Don't you have a car? It's embarrassing to take a taxi. If you don't go, I'll be dead
today. Several are chasing Wang Hong. Are we brothers! Is it brother! " Zhang Fan's
sleeves are almost torn off by this guy.

"Ah! She invited you to dinner. What's the matter with me? "

"She hired many young doctors. Let's go. It's all from the same hospital. "

There's no way. Zhang fan can't go without going. Li Hui's playing with a dead dog
has reached the point of perfection. The farmhouse in the suburbs said it was not far
away. Zhang Fan drove and Li Hui called. He wanted to pick up Wang Hong. As a
result, Wang Hong had set out.

"Look at you, whetting haw, people are gone."

"Then I'll go back?" Zhang Fan is a little unhappy. This thing is too troublesome.

"Brother, I'm wrong."

Wang Hong is looking for a good place. There is a small pond in front of the
farmhouse and a small yard next to it. It is shaded by trees and has a good environment.
Several people had arrived first, playing cards on the table in the shade of the tree.

They were all young doctors in a hospital. They greeted each other, and Zhang Fan
stood by and watched. Li Hui searched for Wang Hong. I couldn't see it for a long time,
so I pushed one who came first, "where's Wang Hong. Isn't it already here? "

"It's said that he went to some place ahead to get us fish."

This place is unfamiliar, and Li Hui doesn't know where it is. Otherwise, he will really
follow.

After a while, I saw Wang Hong get off a black Buick. Li Huigang was about to step
to meet Wang Hong. As a result, I saw a young man a little older than them in the
driver's seat.

He raised a large black plastic bag from the trunk, and then took Wang Hong with his



other hand to everyone. Li Hui's eyes are black. If he didn't lean against the tree stake,
he could faint directly.

In the process of Wang Hong's toil, Li Huigan spent a month's hard work. He didn't
even say that. He still felt hopeful. He spent a lot of time in today's suits, wearing a
suit, wearing a tie, wearing wax and perfume, ready to express himself in front of
others, maybe he could take the beautiful man back. He thought of the expression.

"This is his cousin." Li Hui asked Zhang Fan in an unwilling voice. Zhang Fan is
really a little schadenfreude. Li Hui can't sympathize with him emotionally.

"Are you still so intimate with your cousin when they grow up? Those without
cataracts can see that they are lovers. " Zhang Fan had no intention of comforting him.

"Everybody is coming. Let me introduce to you. This is my boyfriend, Chen Zerui. He
works for the municipal Party committee. I won't introduce them one by one. We'll get
to know each other when we eat. " Wang Hong introduced her boyfriend to everyone
with a smile.

"Isn't it my cousin!" Li Hui was in a daze.

Zhang Fan also ignored him. At this time, Wang Hong's boyfriend said, "everyone is a
doctor expert in the municipal hospital. I'm a layman. I'm scared to stand in front of
you. In order to allow you to accept me, I specially got some Russian cold water fish. "
Very polite and good at speaking.

"Don't be so polite. Wang Hong is really lucky. Brother Chen, let me help you carry it.
Today is really a blessing in the mouth. I can't buy this fish with money now. Brother
Chen still has the ability. " The person who said this must know Chen Zerui, perhaps
very familiar.

"No, it's from a friend."

"What do you say? Dress up like morning glory, but people ignore you. It's a shame to
take it in a month. " Zhang Fan took the opportunity to fall into the well.

"Fuck off. I don't want to talk to you." Li Hui is really in a bad mood. Wang Hong
teased him like a fool for a month. He feels like an idiot himself. He is stupid every
day.

Wang Hong and Chen Zerui also met at the recent Youth League Committee meeting
organized by the city. Their relationship has made rapid progress. Lang Youqing is
interested in concubines. Moreover, Wang Hong also felt that Li Hui and his suitors
were useless, the warehouse was sorted out, and her boyfriend was a promising cadre.



So today, in the name of thanking everyone, I will clarify the relationship.

Highlighting the relationship is not only to let the pursuers such as Li Hui understand,
but also to let Chen Zerui understand that the relationship has been made public, and
you should also pay attention to the influence.

No matter how big Li Hui's heart is, it hurts enough to hit his face. Not only
emotionally, but also intellectually despised! Without Zhang Fan's advice, Li Hui
didn't drink a mouthful of wine this time. He can't lose face any more. He just stared at
expensive food.

Zhang Fan estimated that the next critical hit should make this guy mature, ha ha!
elder male cousin!

Zhang Fan couldn't help laughing when he thought of it. Chen Zerui is exquisite in all
aspects, one grade higher than Wang Hong's level. No one is left out in the cold. When
others speak, they have a look of special care, which makes the speaker feel
particularly valued.

"See, compared with him, we are like children!" Zhang Fan said to Li Hui quietly.
This time Li Hui didn't speak again. He made it clear that he was not only atmospheric,
but also had a way of being a man and doing things.

But next, Li Hui let Zhang Fan's kidney ache. "I said, silly white sweet is your perfect
match. You don't believe it." If there were not many people, Li Hui really wanted to
put the plate on fan's face. If you don't hit people in the face and curse people without
exposing them, how can you say it.
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